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How to build a New Life on Earth

The New Life on Earth, dear children, begins with the Grace of God. It is from the Heart of the
Father that the principle of the new is born and converts into a Grace for all of humanity. This
sublime Grace that brings all the codes and attributes of a new being, the patterns of behavior for a
new life, descends upon Earth through the path of light created by the hearts that pray.

Your Father and Creator emits this Grace to the Universe, that then is led by His angels to Earth,
and the angels of God are attentive to the pleas and prayers of the sincere hearts, so that through
them these principles of the New Life fertilize Earth.

When the hearts that pray unite themselves to the power of prayer, instruction and wisdom, which
comes from God, these Graces find the bases to settle; they find a fertile ground to develop in and
become fruit of prayer on the ground of Divine instruction, and then, the New Life begins to
flourish.

The next step, My children, is to create a condition for the transformation and redemption of the old
human being, and this is reached through selfless service, which can begin within your homes or
encompass a situation of planetary emergency. Everything that takes you away from yourself and
leads you to someone else's need is considered by God as an act of service and love which awakens
the new human being from within.

From the beginning of my Apparitions I have been gestating the New Life in your lives, and I have
called it "Heavenly seed" of the Light Network. There I traced the path so that your hearts could
take one step at a time and, almost without realizing it, you were transformed by that very Grace
which you allowed to act in your lives.

The Light Network gets together for prayer, instruction and service, and the result of this union is
healing, which is a manifestation of the principle of the New. Those who followed My steps with
plenitude, and did not fear to receive the Grace and Mercy of God in your lives, gather the fruit of
the new human being which will be born inside of you.

Through the Planetary Light Network, the Creator takes to the four corners of the world the
principles of a New Life, and sows them in the Earth so that His Grace can act in all the continents,
and transform the human indifference into high degrees of love and wisdom.

The Light Network, My children, is not formed by perfect consciousnesses nor even holy ones, but
the only aspiration of your Divine Mother is that Her children be symbols of loyalty, fruits of
Mercy, souls that open themselves to redemption and who surrender before God to learn to fulfill
His Will, and not one's own, letting the Father transform your lives into vehicles of peace for the
Earth.
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The Light Network is the channel for your Divine Mother, who comes to the world, nourishing you
with new codes when your beings, through their own redemptions, attract an opportunity for
redemption for all life on Earth.

Today, renew your compromises as members of the Light Network, which begins on Earth, and
must reach the Infinite because life on this world is just the beginning of a renewal that must extend
itself to all Creation; it is the awakening of love that will transform all life.

Today I bless you and bring you the Grace of Loyalty so you can be that which I invite you to live,
and with plenitude, manifest the Light Network that rises from the Grace of God, and reaches all the
Universes.

I thank you for responding to My Call.

Who blesses you,

Your Mother, Rose of Peace


